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Seeking Expressions of Interest: Matched-funding available for
companies seeking to develop Artist-in-Residence Programmes
In partnership with ‘The National Creativity Fund’ established by Creative Ireland, Business to Arts is seeking
expressions of interest from companies that would like to develop new (OR significantly enhance their
existing) CSR activity through an Artist-in-Residence (AR) Programme. Up to €7,500 will be provided for the
creation (or enhancement) of AR Programmes in a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) context. Selected
programmes must involve a minimum of eighteen-months of community engagement, staff engagement or
work-place creativity activities by the host companies and artists.
Please Note: Priority with the matched-funding available will be given to AR Programmes where a significant
portion of the associated activity occurs in regional areas.

Frequently Asked Questions / FAQs
What is an Artist-in-Residence (AR) Programme with Business to Arts?
AR Programmes can cover a broad spectrum of activity and opportunity for an artist(s) and a company. Host
companies can offer artists a working environment OR a structure for engagement with the host company
and their associated stakeholders (e.g. employees, a CSR partner, a local community organisation or a
school).
The host company provides an environment for an artist to undertake some element of their practice. They
also provide a clear objective (or set of objectives) for the AR Programme, which is communicated to the
artist. Typically, AR Programmes with Business to Arts have a minimum duration of eighteen months to
ensure appropriate lead-time, delivery and assessment.
What is a Host Company?
Host companies must be based in Ireland AND have implemented, or are seeking to implement, an AR
Programme, which aligns with (or enhances) their CSR strategy. A host company can take many forms and
sizes and they can be based in a range of industries. In Ireland, there are currently AR programmes underway
in technology, manufacturing and legal companies.
What will an artist(s) do during the AR Programme?
As part of an AR Programme, artists may be involved with:





Creating a new body of work that responds to/influenced by the host company’s environment or the
host company’s CSR objectives
Delivering creative workshops with employees, CSR partners or local community groups in their field
of expertise. Examples include:
o Music workshops
o Creative Writing workshops
o Photography workshops
o Acting- Skills workshops (i.e. Voice Projection, Direction, Stage Presence, etc.).
Producing (or supporting the production of) an exhibition, a performance, a publication or a new
artwork with a host company, their employees, CSR partners or a local community group.
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What are the Minimum Eligibility Requirements for a Host Company?
To be eligible for the matched-funding available Host Companies must:












Commit to a minimum of eighteen months activity with their proposed AR Programme
Commit to a partnership with Business to Arts for the duration of the AR Programme
Ensure a significant portion of the activity associated with the AR Programme occurs in regional
locations
Commit to a minimum investment of €7,500 cash to the AR programme. Host Companies can
commit additional in-kind resources, however, the value of these resources will be considered
separately to the required minimum cash investment stated
Commit appropriate leadership and human resource time to ensure buy-in of the programme in the
host company. This will involve preparing for, attending and completing action points generated by
monthly Steering Group Meetings. It will likely involve coordination with internal and external
stakeholders to facilitate access to participants, buildings, locations and other partners
Demonstrate that the AR Programme is aligned with your CSR Policy/Strategy and to the four core
dimensions of CSR as set out in ‘Towards Responsible Business’ Ireland’s National Plan on Corporate
Social Responsibility 2017-2020
o The Workplace – CSR in the Workplace includes a wide range of innovative best practice
initiatives including flexible working arrangements, staff consultation and active
management of equality and diversity measures;
o The Marketplace – CSR in the Marketplace involves how an organisation interacts with its
customers, suppliers and other stakeholders;
o The Environment – CSR in the Environment is about organisations becoming more resource
efficient in how they operate their business in order to minimise any negative impact on the
environment;
o The Community – CSR in the Community is about the interaction between local community
partners and organisations.
Commit to entering an agreement with Business to Arts AND the selected artist(s) participating in
the AR Programme
Commit to completing a qualitative and quantitative assessment of activities as part of the AR
Programme, which will be coordinated by Business to Arts and the artist(s)

How can Matched-Funding be used?
The matched-funding available through this programme must be allocated towards the following:





artist fees
equipment and material costs for artists or participants
artistic output created by participants in the AR Programme (e.g. exhibition costs, publication costs,
event staging costs, etc.)
drawdown of funds will involve a process where Business to Arts will verify expenses

Who receives the Matched-Funding?
The matched-funding available will be paid directly to the artist(s) involved in the AR Programme. Typically,
Business to Arts will pay the matched-funding in three instalments:
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First Payment: 40% on signing of the AR Programme agreement with the artist(s)
Second Payment: 40% on a mutually agreed mid-way date and verification of AP Programme
delivery and expenses
Third Payment: 20% on completion of the AR Programme, submission of a completed AR
Programme evaluation and verification of expenses

Please note: Business to Arts supports and advocates for appropriate payments for artists. As an example,
payment guidelines for visual artists are available from Visual Artists Ireland.
https://visualartists.ie/resources-_/visual-artists-payment-guidelines/
What is the deadline for receipt of Expressions of Interest from host companies?
The deadline for receipt of expressions of interest from host companies is Friday 15 February 2019 (TBC)
When can the AR Programme take place?
The timeline for the implementation of the AR Programme is as follows (TBC):







Expressions of Interest Deadline (before 15 February 2019)
Agreements / contracts in place with Host Company (before 15 March 2019)
Open Call to Artist/Community Organisations (before 12 April 2019)
Agreements/contracts/project plan in place for AR Programme (before 10 May 2019)
Commencement of AR Programme (before 2 September 2019)
Completion and assessment of the AR Programme (before 30 June 2020)

How will Artist(s) be selected for AR Programmes?
This will depend on the selected host company’s AR Programme objectives and structure. In some cases, we
expect an open call to identify the artist(s). In other cases, we expect to significantly enhance an existing
programme with an artist/group of artists by supporting new AND expanded activity.
What is Business to Arts?
Business to Arts is a membership-based, charitable organisation (CHY 9871) that brokers, enables and
supports creative partnerships between businesses, individuals and the arts. Business to Arts teams business
members up with artists and arts organisations to develop solutions in areas such as CSR, sponsorship,
commissioning, HR development, internal and external communications and events.
What is Creative Ireland / The National Creativity Fund?
The matched-funding available for the development of the AR Programme is provided by Creative Ireland
through ‘The National Creativity Fund’. Creative Ireland is a culture-based programme designed to promote
individual, community and national wellbeing. The core proposition of Creative Ireland is that participation
in cultural activity drives personal and collective creativity, with significant implications for individual and
societal wellbeing and achievement.
You can read more about Creative Ireland at https://creative.ireland.ie
What is Ireland’s National Plan on Corporate Social Responsibility 2017-2020?
‘Towards Responsible Business’ Ireland’s National Plan on Corporate Social Responsibility 2017-2020,
Ireland’s 2nd National Plan on CSR, was published in June 2017. The Plan aims, over three years, to position
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Ireland as a ‘Centre of Excellence for responsible and sustainable business practice through
the adoption of best practice in CSR’. It focuses on four dimensions - Workplace, Marketplace, Environment
and Community and identifies seventeen actions. The implementation of the Plan is being driven by the CSR
Stakeholder Forum.
The CSR Stakeholder Forum is a voluntary body and its membership comprises of representatives of the
business sector, key Government Departments and agencies and the wider community. Business to Arts are
active members of the Forum.
In June 2018 a progress report ‘CSR Check 2018’ on Towards Responsible Business Ireland’s National Plan on
Corporate Social Responsibility 2017-2020 was published.
Where can I get further information?
For further information contact: Eileen Hanratty, Membership & Project Manager
E | eileen@businesstoarts.ie
T | +353 1 662 9238
W | www.businesstoarts.ie/artsfund
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Examples of current AR Programmes
A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence

Caption: Sinéad Smith, Corporate Responsibility Manager at A&L Goodbody with Writer-in-Residence
Catherine Ann Cullen and a student at St. Josephs Co-ed Primary School in East Wall showcasing co-created
work by 3rd class pupils.
Business to Arts and law firm, A&L Goodbody, work with author Catherine Ann Cullen as the A&L Goodbody
Writer-in-Residence. Catherine delivers this residence with children at St. Joseph’s Co-Ed Primary School in
East Wall, Dublin 3 where she works to enhance creativity and literacy skills and enhance the established
SUAS Educational Programme in the school. The residence includes literacy and creative writing workshops
with students and creative-writing themed events with staff and their families at A&L Goodbody.
Read more: http://www.businesstoarts.ie/artsfund/al-goodbody/
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Walkers Photographer-in-Residence

Caption: Garry Ferguson, Managing Partner, Walkers, and Walkers Photographer-in-Residence Kate Nolan
with transition year students of CBS Westland Row at the showcase celebrating Year One of the Residency
Business to Arts and law firm, Walkers, work with photographer Kate Nolan as the Walkers Photographer-inResidence. Kate is working with transition year students at CBS Westland Row and Walkers staff to develop
their creativity and photographic skills. The programme involves workshops and an end-of-year exhibition
each school term, with workshops divided between groups of school pupils and staff groups.
Read more: http://www.businesstoarts.ie/artsfund/walkers/

